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The COVID-19 pandemic and the related
market conditions create many new
uncertainties for public companies,
auditors, and audit committees.
As SEC Chair Jay Clayton recently
recognized, the continuing operation of
the US capital markets is an essential
component of the US’s response to, and
recovery from, COVID-19. This resource
provides reminders for auditors related
to their responsibilities to identify,
assess, and respond to risks of material
misstatement. In addition, these
reminders also may be helpful to audit
committee members in their oversight
role of the external audit.
This resource is intended as general
information and should not be relied
upon as being authoritative or allinclusive, or a substitute for PCAOB and
SEC rules, standards, guidance, or other
resources.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
(NOT ALL-INCLUSIVE)
The auditor is required to perform risk assessment
procedures during audit planning.
PCAOB Auditing Standard 2110, Identifying and
Assessing Risks of Material Misstatement (AS 2110),
as amended1 states the auditor’s responsibilities as:
.04 The auditor should perform risk assessment
procedures that are sufficient to provide a
reasonable basis for identifying and assessing
the risks of material misstatement, whether due
to error or fraud, and designing further audit
procedures.
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.05 R
 isks of material misstatement can arise
from a variety of sources, including external
1A
 S 2110 as amended will be effective for audits of financial
statements for fiscal years ending on or after December 15,
2020. All references herein to AS 2110 are referring to the
amended standard.
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factors, such as conditions in the company’s
industry and environment, and companyspecific factors, such as the nature of the
company, its activities, and internal control
over financial reporting. For example, external
or company-specific factors can affect the
judgments involved in determining accounting
estimates or create pressures to manipulate the
financial statements to achieve certain financial
targets. Also, risks of material misstatement
may relate to, e.g., personnel who lack the
necessary financial reporting competencies,
information systems that fail to accurately
capture business transactions, or financial
reporting processes that are not adequately
aligned with the requirements in the applicable
financial reporting framework. Thus, the audit
procedures that are necessary to identify and
appropriately assess the risks of material
misstatement include consideration of both
external factors and company-specific factors.

The auditor’s assessment of the risks of material
misstatement, including fraud risks, continues
throughout the audit.
When the auditor obtains audit evidence during
the course of the audit that contradicts the audit
evidence on which the auditor originally based his
or her risk assessment, the auditor should revise
the risk assessment and modify planned audit
procedures or perform additional procedures in
response to the revised risk assessments.2

COVID – 19 CONSIDERATIONS
New risks may be identified compared with prior
audits.
Many businesses are facing uncertainties as public
health officials and business leaders grapple with
understanding the COVID-19 virus, planning to reopen the economy, and understanding what getting
back to normal will look like in different geographies
and for different industries. Public companies
are urged to provide as much information as is
practicable to investors and others regarding their
current financial and operating status, as well as
their future operational and financial planning.3

AS 2110.05 further discusses various types of risk
assessment procedures:
a. Obtaining an understanding of the company and
its environment;
b. Obtaining an understanding of internal control
over financial reporting;

For auditors, identifying and assessing risks may
be more challenging due to these uncertainties.
New risks may emerge as responses to COVID-19
evolve. For example, companies may need to
consider new or different risks related to:

c. Considering information from the client
acceptance and retention evaluation, audit
planning activities, past audits, and other
engagements performed for the company;

+L
 iquidity, access to capital, debt covenant
compliance

d. Performing analytical procedures;

+A
 bility to continue as a going concern

e. Conducting a discussion among engagement
team members regarding the risks of material
misstatement; and

+C
 ybersecurity, including data security in a virtual
environment

f. Inquiring of the audit committee, management,
and others within the company about the risks of
material misstatement.

+C
 hanges in internal controls over financial
reporting due to working in a virtual environment
including information technology general controls
+A
 sset and goodwill impairment

2 AS 2110.74.
3S
 ee Public Statement by Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Jay Clayton and Division of Corporate Finance Director William
Hinman, The Importance of Disclosure – For Investors, Markets, and Our Fight Against COVID-19 (April 8, 2020).
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+F
 air value estimates

frequent consideration due to the rapidly changing
COVID-19 environment. Throughout the year,
external factors such as consumer behavior and
retail re-opening may be unpredictable. Auditors may
need to periodically update their understanding of
management’s process for identifying risks relevant
to financial reporting objectives, including risks of
material misstatement due to fraud (“fraud risks”).7

+T
 hird-party vendor considerations
+ Industry-specific regulatory and economic
considerations, including concentration risk
+G
 eographic-specific regulatory and economic
considerations, including concentration risk

Initial responses to assessed risks may not be
adequate.

+B
 usiness interruption
Heightened risk of fraud may exist due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

If an auditor’s initial risk assessment is revised,
the auditor is required to modify planned audit
procedures or design new procedures.8

There may be heightened fraud risks given these
uncertain times.4 For example, companies may
have laid off key personnel and work forces are not
operating in their typical office environment, such
that there could be a breakdown in internal control
over financial reporting.

The PCAOB released a staff Spotlight document,
COVID-19: Reminders for Audits Nearing
Completion (Spotlight) with reminders to auditors
including the importance of requirements to
identify, assess, and respond to risks of material
misstatement.

Changing incentives or increased pressures on
management, especially when taken together with
changes in internal controls or increased opportunity
for management override of controls, may result in
new risks of material misstatement due to fraud or
changes to the auditor’s previous assessment of
risks of material misstatement due to fraud.5

The PCAOB’s Spotlight states auditors may consider
the following matters in modifying procedures or
designing new procedures:
+E
 nhancing direction and supervision of less
experienced team members; and modifying the
nature and extent of review of their work;

When performing certain risk assessment procedures,
such as inquiring regarding fraud risks, if such inquiries
cannot be performed in person, video conferencing
may be preferable to audio-only conferencing as
auditors would be able to see body language.6

+ Increasing the involvement of more senior or
experienced members of the engagement team in
performing procedures related to more complex
issues;

Initial risk assessments may require revision.

+ Involving – or increasing the involvement of –
specialists or others with specialized skills and
knowledge; and

While the assessment of risks of material
misstatement, including fraud risks, is required to
continue throughout the audit, this may require more

+F
 or engagements where other auditors are involved:

4 See also the CAQ’s COVID-19 resource, Managing Fraud Risk, Culture, and Skepticism During COVID-19 (April 2020).
5 See PCAOB Spotlight document, COVID-19: Reminders for Audits Nearing Completion.
6P
 CAOB AS 2110.56 requires auditors to inquire regarding fraud risk of management, the audit committee or equivalent, and internal audit, if
applicable.
7A
 S 2110.26. AS 2110.26 also requires the auditor to obtain an understanding for management’s process for assessing the likelihood and
significance of misstatements resulting from those risks and deciding about actions to address those risks.
8A
 S 2110.74. In addition, AS 2101, Audit Planning, as amended, paragraph 15 states, “The auditor should modify the overall audit strategy
and the audit plan as necessary if circumstances change significantly during the course of the audit, including changes due to a revised
assessment of the risks of material misstatement or the discovery of a previously unidentified risk of material misstatement.”
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• Developing alternative approaches for direction
and supervision where previous plans involved
travel and in-person interactions (including
considering use of technology); and

Auditors may need to obtain audit evidence of a
different nature or form than originally planned,
which may affect the auditor’s consideration of its
relevance and reliability.12

• Considering whether audit evidence may be
gathered by alternative approaches, including
new or extended procedures to be performed by
the lead auditor.

More frequent engagement with the Audit Committee
related to the auditor’s risk assessment may be
warranted.
As part of the risk assessment process, auditors
are required to inquire of various parties, including
the audit committee, about risks of material
misstatement.13 Further, among other required
communications, auditors are required to
communicate to the audit committee significant
changes to the planned audit strategy or the
significant risks initially identified, and the reasons
for such changes.14 Robust oversight of and input
from the audit committee is important to help
ensure risks are appropriately identified, assessed,
and responded to by the auditor. Given the potential
for evolving risks, more frequent engagement with
the audit committee related to the auditor’s risk
assessment may be warranted.•

Auditors are reminded to exercise professional
skepticism when gathering audit evidence.
PCAOB auditing standards require the auditor
to exercise professional skepticism, which is an
attitude that includes a questioning mind and a
critical assessment of audit evidence.9 Auditors are
also required to emphasize the need to maintain
a questioning mind throughout the audit and to
exercise professional skepticism in gathering and
evaluating evidence.10 With management and
auditors alike working remotely, it is important to stay
alert to whether evidence obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to meet PCAOB auditing standards.11

9 	AS 2401, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AS 2401), as amended, paragraph 13. AS 2401 as amended will be effective
for audits of financial statements for fiscal years ending on or after December 15, 2020.
10 AS 2110.53.
11 A
 S 1105, Audit Evidence, as amended. AS 1105 as amended will be effective for audits of financial statements for fiscal years ending on or
after December 15, 2020.
12 See PCAOB Spotlight document, COVID-19: Reminders for Audits Nearing Completion.
13 AS 2110.05(f).
14 A
 S 1301, Communications with Audit Committees, as amended, paragraph 11. AS 1301 as amended will be effective for audits of financial
statements for fiscal years ending on or after December 15, 2020.
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